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Chapter 3211: Precious Spiritual Armament Master (4) 

“Huh? What?” The three Commanders showed a dazed expression. 

Even Li Yukun appeared rather astonished. “Young Madam, you… what do you mean? Can you explain 

further in detail?” 

Huang Yueli smiled and said, “Divine Lieutenant, have you forgotten? When the demon tribe attacked 

our campsite, I was the one who restored our defensive array and mechanisms!” 

Li Yukun was stunned for a moment, then he suddenly came to his senses! 

“Right, right! I remember it now! Young Madam, you… you’re actually well-versed in the art of arrays! 

You even know how to restore mechanisms! Are you… one of the Spiritual Armament Masters from the 

Sky Gem Glass Chamber?” He asked cautiously, as an unconcealable trace of excitement sparkled in his 

eyes. 

When Li Yukun was saved by Huang Yueli, he had once thought of this question. 

But later on, he was seriously injured and the campsite was riddled with various problems. So he totally 

forgot about this. 

Now thinking back, Huang Yueli could restore the surrounding’s complicated arrays in such a short time 

meant that her level of mastery in arrays and mechanisms was definitely not low! 

Otherwise, even with the detailed blueprint, it wasn’t that easy to finish restoring the mechanism. 

Huang Yueli nodded. “That’s right! Before I came to Blessed City, I’ve indeed been authenticated by the 

Sky Gem Glass Chamber!” 

Saying that, she took out her Spiritual Armament Master’s badge from her interspatial ring and showed 

it to everyone. 

Astonished looks appeared on everyone’s faces. Even Commander Hu and the others were so stunned 

that they stood rooted to the ground! 

Huang Yueli was really an accredited Spiritual Armament Master!! 

Spiritual Armament Masters was a rare occupation in God Realm! Moreover, Spiritual Armament 

Masters’ statuses were noble and they were focused on refining armaments. Very few of them could 

establish themselves on the battlefield. 

So, Spiritual Armament Masters on the battlefield might be able to create a huge impact, but very few of 

them were willing to join the allied armies. 

Of course, Spiritual Armament Masters didn’t just stay out of this. In environments where their safety 

was assured, they were willing to install various mechanisms around the different major cities and 

campsites. 



But when the situation became pressed and there might be a chance that they would die during the 

demon tribe’s attack, it was as difficult as climbing the stairs to Heaven to find a Spiritual Armament 

Master who was willing to aid in the battle. 

There were times when the Spiritual Armament Masters were willing, but the allied armies’ 

Headquarters weren’t willing to approve it. 

After all, there were so few Spiritual Armament Masters and they were important people who had to be 

around when they built a new base. So if they had to risk their lives for a small battle and if they really 

died, it would be a major loss for the entire allied armies! 

On the contrary, Array Masters had it much easier because many Array Masters specialized in 

formations. So their survival rates on the battlefield were much higher. 

Most of them would change their occupations to the allied armies’ Commanding Officer, just like Li 

Yukun. 

The campsite where Li Yukun was holding the fort might be the most important stronghold on the 

frontlines. But there were hundreds of cities like Blessed City in God Realm. So in comparison, the 

stronghold’s importance wasn’t that high. 

Based on Li Yukun’s status in the allied armies, it was already very difficult for him to request a Spiritual 

Armament Master to join in their battle. What more to execute such a dangerous mission?! 

Commander Hu looked at Huang Yueli in disbelief and asked in a quavering voice, “Commander Li, you… 

you’re really willing to take the risk and launch a surprise attack on Sky Devil Rui Ze with us?” 
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It hadn’t been long since Huang Yueli joined the allied armies, so she totally couldn’t understand why 

Commander Hu and the others were so shocked. 

She frowned slightly and shot a strange look at Commander Hu. “That’s right. Aren’t I the one who came 

out with this suggestion? If I am not confident that I will be able to settle those exterior arrays, why 

would I even think of such a plan?” 

Commander Hu was stunned. “Oh… right…” 

Recalling back in detail, the first to suggest Li Moying and Jun Sihan stay and help kill Rui Ze seemed to 

be Huang Yueli! 

He thought, “But didn’t they all say that all Spiritual Armament Masters value their lives dearly? She… 

she’s willing to take this risk?” 

“Moreover, she is of noble status. She is Cloudy Qilin Clan’s Young Lord’s wife, and also a Spiritual 

Armament Master. Just based on these points alone, even though she never heads to the frontlines, no 

one would dare to belittle her with the same identity and status.” 

“She… why is she willing to do such a dangerous thing?” 



Thinking of this, Commander Hu was filled with admiration for Huang Yueli. When he recalled Huang 

Yueli choosing to face Sky Devil Rui Ze alone at the demon tribe’s campsite last night, allowing ordinary 

soldiers like themselves to retreat first… 

The image of Huang Yueli instantly rose sky-high in his heart! 

Huang Yueli was puzzled at being stared at by Commander Hu, and her goosebumps started to rise 

involuntarily! 

On the other hand, Li Moying seemed to understand what Commander Hu was thinking about, but he 

didn’t spill the beans. Instead, he touched Huang Yueli’s hand and said in a deep voice, “My wife is not 

just a Spiritual Armament Master. She is also well-versed in arrays. So destroying the concealment 

outside the cave shouldn’t be a problem. But she can’t work on two things at the same time, so she has 

to find someone reliable to command the army and ward off those Earth Devil guards.” 

Saying that, his gaze subconsciously glanced past Commander Hu, Commander Xiao, and Commander 

Yang. 

Now that Jing Zhihai and the others had caused their own demise, then the post of Commanding Officer 

would be chosen from the three of them. 

“You three…” 

Li Moying just opened his mouth and was interrupted by someone. 

“Brother Li, leave this mission to me! I am already very experienced in leading the army into battle. 

Moreover, I’ve cooperated with Sister Yueli previously. We have a great rapport!” 

Xia Yunxi beamed as she spoke, volunteering herself to take this mission. 

Jun Sihan’s brows creased, apparently displeased. “You… you’d better stay at the campsite! Moreover, I 

don’t even know that you know how to command the troops?” 

Xia Yunxi glowered at him. “Stop looking down on others! My formation skills were taught by Sister 

Yueli!” 

When Jun Sihan heard this, he was even more worried. 

“You’ve just started learning formation skills and you’re thinking of leading the armies into battle? If it 

was against ordinary devil soldiers, that’s ok. But this time, our opponents are so many Earth Devils! Just 

based on the campsite’s current manpower, blocking off so many Earth Devil top practitioners requires a 

high demand on the Commanding Officer’s skills. There can’t be any slip-ups!” 

Jun Sihan was worried that Xia Yunxi would put herself in danger and meet with perilous situations. So 

he wanted her to stay at the campsite. 

Ever since he found out that Xia Yunxi had fallen into the demon tribe’s control area in the middle of 

teleportation, Jun Sihan had been worried for the longest time yet. He had finally waited for his wife to 

return safely, so all he hoped for was that his wife would lie down and not scare him anymore. 

However, Xia Yunxi seemed as though she couldn’t understand his feelings at all. 



Chapter 3213: Listen To My Wife’s Commands (1) 

Xia Yunxi instantly became upset upon hearing Jun Sihan deny her abilities. 

“So what if they’re Earth Devils? I can command a small team to kill an ordinary Earth Devil now. I’m 

rather confident of commanding the campsite’s 2000 soldiers or more to ward off 10 Earth Devils.” 

Jun Sihan wanted to say something else, but Xia Yunxi stared hard at him. Her sparkly, big eyes revealed 

a strong hint of annoyance. 

“Trying saying that I can’t do it again if you dare!” 

Jun Sihan immediately went soft with cowardice. His high and mighty image had totally vanished. 

He lowered his voice and said, “Yunxi, it’s not that I’m saying you can’t manage. I’m just worried about 

you…” 

“You don’t need to worry about me. I still want to earn military merits! I can settle such a small thing like 

this!” 

“But…” 

Seeing that the both of them were in a stalemate, Huang Yueli propped her chin and beamed as she 

said, “Yunxi, Brother Jun, stop arguing. This matter… I feel that Yunxi will definitely be able to do it!” 

“Really?” Jun Sihan frowned as he looked at her. Apparently, he didn’t quite believe what she said. 

Huang Yueli replied, “Yunxi had very high innate talent in terms of formation skills. It’s just that she 

hadn’t had any chance to bring it out in the past! You probably hadn’t seen her commanding her small 

team of 50 soldiers. They are made up of practitioners whose cultivations are Dream Profound Realm 

and below, but they can kill three Earth Devils simultaneously! Although I once told her about some 

techniques for formation transformation, I didn’t tell her a lot because there was no time. Actually, I 

only touched on the most crucial points and she managed to figure out the rest on her own!” 

Jun Sihan was stunned as he said in astonishment, “Three Earth Devils?” 

Commanding ordinary practitioners to fight was different from fighting themselves. 

Even for Jun Sihan himself, gathering so many abled practitioners together to make them display a total 

power that far surpassed their own strength wasn’t an easy task to do. 

Huang Yueli nodded and laughed, “That’s right. So don’t worry! Moreover, have you forgotten that 

Sister Yunsi has… her special ability! Even if an accident happens during our mission, she will definitely 

be able to return safely!” 

Hearing that, Jun Sihan was at a loss for words. 

Xia Yunxi snorted and continued, “Isn’t that so? If I had to say something, attempting an assassination 

on Sky Devil Rui Ze is the most dangerous mission! In comparison, my ability to save myself is much 

stronger than yours!” 

Jun Sihan was naturally well-aware of his wife’s ability. 



But he had a blind spot when the matter concerned his wife. So he had temporarily forgotten about 

Yunxi’s powerful capability to foresee the future. Even without the use of a divination ritual, she had an 

acute instinct which could help her avoid calamity. 

“Alright then… but you must be extremely careful.” Jun Sihan sighed and softened his tone. “If there’s 

danger, just ignore those allied army soldiers. Escape for your life first and don’t ever learn from 

Moying’s wife, do you understand?” 

“Cough cough cough cough cough cough—” 

A series of coughing rang throughout the main tent upon hearing Jun Sihan’s words. 

Li Yukun and the three Commanders choked on their saliva. 

Although everyone was grateful to Jun Sihan for undertaking the task to uphold justice, and they could 

also understand his feelings toward his beloved wife. But… this… what kind of things was he even talking 

about? 

What was called ‘if there’s danger, just ignore those allied armies soldiers and escape for your life first’? 

What was he thinking, attempting to instigate the allied armies’ future Commanding Officer? 

Even Li Moying was stumped by Jun Sihan’s shamelessness! 
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“What was called ‘learning from my wife’?” 

“My Li’er is perfectly fine, alright!” 

“She knows how to protect the majority of the allied army’s soldiers during the most critical moment, 

and didn’t think too much about sacrificing herself. What great moral character she has! She’s especially 

incredible!” 

At this moment, Li Moying had totally forgotten the things that he had warned his wife about last night… 

Xia Yunxi couldn’t help but stare at her husband. “That’s enough from you! Of course, I will pay 

attention to my safety. But I will also try my best to ward off those devil soldiers!” 

Jun Sihan was evidently not happy, but he didn’t say anything more. 

Li Yukun sighed and said, “Many thanks to Young Miss Xi for sticking by us! Originally, I should been the 

one who should take charge of commanding but after I was injured, my movements have been 

restricted. When it comes to the time of need, I’ve become a burden for the entire army…” 

Xia Yunxi smiled and shook her head. “Divine Lieutenant, don’t worry about this. Just leave it to me. 

Nothing will happen!” 

So, the preliminary deployment of members had been set. The next step was for Li Yukun to lead 

everyone into the detailed planning stage. 

“Sky Devil Rui Ze sustained a rather serious injury after crossing hands with Young Lord and Young 

Master Jun last night. Adding to that his closed door cultivation had been forcibly interrupted, he must 



have sustained internal injuries. We must quickly take action while he hasn’t received sufficient blood 

pills to treat his injury.” 

“But now, the campsite’s soldiers had continuously fought high-intensity battles for two consecutive 

days and they’re totally exhausted. If we force them to fight another battle today, they might collapse 

from over-exertion which will not allow them to display their corresponding battle power. Adding on 

that Young Miss Xia will be taking charge of commanding, it’s best to gel in with the troops first. So, we 

shall confirm that we will launch the attack three days later!” 

Li Yukun analyzed the situation and came to this conclusion. At the same time, he inquired about 

everyone’s views. “What does everyone think?” 

All of them nodded in agreement. 

Factoring all aspects of the current situation, Li Yukun’s plan should be most reasonable. 

Li Yukun continued to say, “Every single component of the plan is very crucial. Young Lord and Young 

Master Jun will have to fight a battle that surpasses one huge realm, and it’s extremely dangerous! 

Young Madam must decode many different mechanisms and arrays both inside and outside of the cave 

to ensure that everyone can enter safely. Whereas Young Miss Xia’s mission is to lead the army to ward 

off more than 10 Earth Devils’ attacks so that they do not get a chance to disrupt both Young Masters. 

We can afford to make any mistakes!” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli and the others nodded gravely. 

They might seem very relaxed when they agreed to stay and distribute the tasks, but everyone knew 

deep in their hearts the severity of this mission. 

Li Moying and Jun Sihan had absolute confidence in their strength and had the drive to advance 

courageously. But they would never commit the mistake of underestimating their opponents and treat 

each of them seriously. 

It was exactly because of their prudence that they were able to shine in God Realm and stand in today’s 

position. 

Whereas Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi might be ordinary ladies in front of their hubbies, but in reality, they 

were extremely resolute and daring top practitioners! 

They were most aware of the logic, “Sail a ship with care!” 

Seeing the four of them agree on this, Li Yukun was immediately assured. 

He turned and looked at Commander Hu and the other two. “Since Young Miss Xia is now your 

Commanding Officer, you must strictly adhere to all her commands.” 
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Commander Hu and the others immediately responded, “Yes, we understand!” 

Li Yukun was still a little unassured. He paused for a moment and emphasized, “No matter what idea 

you have in mind, you must put her command in the first place!” 



Commander Hu spoke with a solemn expression, “Divine Lieutenant, please don’t worry. We will not 

commit the same mistake as what Jing Zhihai did!” 

“Sigh, Jing Zhihai…” 

Hearing Commander Hu mentioning Jing Zhihai, Li Yukun couldn’t help but sigh. 

“Based on his age and ability, originally he would rise to the position of Divine Lieutenant very quickly. 

He would also gain a very high position in White Tiger Clan. But he’s simply too competitive… you must 

take him as a deterrent example! In the allied armies, each soldier must be united as one. The crucial 

point to obtaining victory is when we disregard personal gains and losses!” 

“Yes, This Subordinate understands!” The three commanders replied in unison. 

Following that, Li Yukun, Huang Yueli, and the others confirmed some fine details of the operation 

before they were dismissed. All of them went back to make the necessary preparations. 

Returning to their tents, both Young Lords were extremely displeased with their wives. They acted 

tsundere for a long time to make their wives coax them for an entire three days. They only resumed 

back to normal just when they were about to set off. 

… 

Three days later in the night. 

Commander Hu, Commander Xiao, and Commander Yang each led their troops and lined up nearly in 

front of the vacant land in the campsite as they waited for the command. 

The campsite’s soldiers had suffered severe losses over the past few days. Only 500 to 600 soldiers from 

Jing Zhihai and the other two commanders’ teams managed to return, so Li Yukun didn’t assign any new 

commanders. He simply assigned the remaining soldiers to join the other commanders’ teams. 

Li Moying grabbed Huang Yueli’s hand and they walked out into the campsite. 

She looked around and discovered that after three days of rest, all the soldiers appeared invigorated. 

Moreover, they were full of desire to fight! 

Huang Yueli nodded in satisfaction. “It seems that everyone is already prepared! All I have to say is if we 

manage to kill Sky Devil Rui Ze successfully this time, not only will our campsite be extricated from the 

calamity, but the entire Blessed City crisis will also be removed! All of us will obtain a large amount of 

military merit and we will also receive medals from the allied armies Headquarters! We’ll either make or 

break!” 

All the soldiers looked at Huang Yueli. Although they didn’t say anything, their eyes have already 

revealed their desire for victory and military merits! 

Huang Yueli raised her right hand and said, “Alright, let’s set off!” 

Hearing her command, all the soldiers immediately obeyed without any hesitation. 



Previously when Huang Yueli led them to launch a surprise attack on the demon tribe’s campsite, it had 

already raised her reputation greatly. In the eyes of ordinary soldiers, her status was on par with Divine 

Lieutenant Li Yukun! 

Li Moying stood just two steps away from Huang Yueli, and his gaze had been fixed on her without 

shifting away at all. 

Looking at Huang Yueli commanding the troops so well, his lips involuntarily curled upwards into a smile. 

“She’s indeed my little fox! Her ability is so strong! There are so many allied army veterans here, but 

they submitted to her so cheerfully…” 

Huang Yueli watched the troops set off, and she was preparing to leave as well. 

Suddenly, just as she turned around, someone clasped her wrist. 

“What…” Her eyes grew wide with astonishment. 

Li Moying held on to her from behind, lowered his head, and left a light peck on the corner of her lips. 
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Li Moying’s action was very light and quick. He merely touched her slightly and swiftly raised his head, 

letting her go. 

“Little fox, you must be very careful when we reach the cave! 

Huang Yueli nodded her head earnestly. “You must be careful too!” 

Li Moying gave a faint smile. After he saw her jumping up on the horse and looking at him impatiently, 

he followed suit and chased after her. 

Sky Devi Rui Ze’s closed door cultivation location was just around 200 miles from their allied armies’ 

campsite. 

Six hours later, the allied armies entered a huge forest. 

“Everyone… stop. Rest on the spot!” 

Xia Yunxi gave the command and all the soldiers stopped marching. 

She frowned slightly, turned the horse around, and walked next to Huang Yueli, who was at the end of 

the line. 

“Yueli!” 

Huang Yueli had been with Li Moying, riding the horse together. They slowly trudged along behind the 

entire troop and talked softly. Upon hearing Xia Yunxi’s voice, she hurriedly turned around and took a 

look. “Yunxi, have we arrived?” 

Xia Yunxi nodded. “According to the indications on Divine Lieutenant’s map, our distance is very near to 

the cave now. But on the map, the cave’s entrance is distributed over a large area. It’s said to change 

according to the time of the day, and it’s very difficult to differentiate it from the outside.” 



Huang Yueli’s lips curled and she smiled. “I know. Yunxi, leave it to me now! Just get prepared to fight 

any moment.” 

Saying that, she squeezed her leg gently into the horse’s body and it trotted to the front of the line. 

Xia Yunxi also turned her horse around to follow her. 

“Li’er…” Li Moying wanted to bid his little fox goodbye or something but in the end, Huang Yueli didn’t 

even look at him… 

Li Moying frowned slightly. When he turned his head to one side, he saw Jun Sihan who was not far 

away from him. 

Jun Sihan sat on the horse and looked at Xia Yunxi’s departing figure from afar. 

Detecting Li Moying’s gaze, he turned around and the both of them showed a bitter smile. Their hearts 

were filled with melancholy. 

Their little women were rather disciplined when they dealt with military affairs. They were not any 

weaker than those experienced Commanding Officers in the allied armies. 

But from their looks, they had evidently cast their husbands out of their minds… 

Huang Yueli came to the front of the line and asked Xia Yunxi, “Is this place where the indications are on 

the map?” 

Xia Yunxi nodded and replied, “To be precise, it starts from the west of the lake and ends at the east of 

this forest. Divine Lieutenant had already marked out all the places in this area.” 

“That’s such a huge boundary…” Huang Yueli frowned and seemed to be in a dilemma. “If we start 

searching like this, it takes a long time and would take at least one to two days…” 

Saying that, she suddenly thought of something and looked at Xia Yunxi, “Yunxi, what ideas do you 

have?” 

Xia Yunxi thought for a moment and said, “I feel that the possibility of the entrance over at the east side 

is higher!” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli’s vision followed according to the direction that she was pointing in. After 

observing it for a short moment, she smiled. 

“Yunxi, thanks! Your instinct is always so accurate! Wait for my good news!” 

Saying that, she strode towards the forest in the east. 

There were various tall and short shrubs in this forest. The majority of trees found here were the 

extremely tall White Spot Birch. Its truck was so tall that it shot right through the clouds. 

There were many plants around the White Spot Birch, especially various kinds of vines around the tree 

trunk. 
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Huang Yueli walked to the side of a White Spot Birch and carefully observed it. She took out a dagger 

and made a marking on the tree trunk. 

After that, she turned around and took 20 steps towards the South before she stopped once again. She 

made another similar marking on the White Spot Birch tree trunk in front of her. 

Following that, she walked 30 steps towards the East and marked another White Spot Birch… 

The fourth and the fifth tree as well… 

Commander Hu and the others who were watching her by the side were all puzzled. 

“This… what’s going on? What is Commander Li doing??” 

“I totally can’t understand! So, this is what an Array Master does when they are trying to decode the 

array?” 

“I don’t understand, totally don’t understand!” 

Everyone looked at each other in dismay, but they didn’t dare to make any sound in case they 

interrupted Huang Yueli. Hence they could only suppress their voices and discuss in secret. 

On the other hand, Li Moying and Jun Sihan stood in a corner of the forest as they waited patiently, 

silently watching the two young ladies’ movements. 

They might look carefree, but in fact, their full attention was placed on their wives. They were prepared 

to immediately rush over to save them if any accident were to happen. 

Luckily, Huang Yueli’s level of array skills was indeed not bad. She went around the forest several times 

and made different markings on different birch trunks. 

Just as everyone had become giddy from watching her go round and round, she suddenly stood upright, 

raised her right hand, and snapped her finger. 

“Alright, it’s done!” 

“Huh??” Commander Hu and the others were almost about to fall asleep from watching her go round in 

circles. Hearing what Huang Yueli said, they couldn’t react in time. 

Huang Yueli continued to say, “Now everyone, move back further. I’m going to activate the cave’s 

entrance now!” 

With a crash— 

Everyone hurriedly retreated. At the same time, they put up a stance as though the enemy was about to 

approach them or as though thousands of poisonous arrows would be released from the cave, which 

could turn them into porcupines at any moment! 

Huang Yueli took a look at them and was rather speechless. 

“You guys need not be so anxious. I will never commit this kind of low level mistake! The skills of those 

Spiritual Armament Masters that the demon tribe abducted are pretty low, and this mechanism isn’t 

very powerful. I’ve already destroyed it. It’s only the invisibility array that is a little difficult to decode.” 



As she spoke, Huang Yueli raised her right hand and dozens of flying daggers shot out from her arms. It 

struck one big tree in front of her and a distinct cyclic totem appeared on the tree trunk. 

Following that, the ground started to shake! 

Rumble… 

Rumble… 

The ground kept trembling and the ordinary soldiers revealed terrified expressions. But under the 

various commanders’ strict orders, none of them did anything overly excessive. 

After a quarter of an hour, the tremors stopped. Two rows of White Spot Birch sunk downwards 

simultaneously in front of them, revealing an entrance to a cave at the back. 

Commander Xiao’s eyes widened in shock. “This… the back is actually a cave! Wasn’t it just a forest 

there earlier?” 

Huang Yueli smiled faintly and said, “That’s why this is called the invisibility array! It makes use of 

Heaven and Earth Profound Qi to disrupt everyone’s vision, making you develop a disillusion. Alright, 

now everyone can prepare yourselves…” 

Huang Yueli’s sentence had just ended when two Earth Devil mid-phase guards walked out from the 

cave’s entrance. 

“Who is so bold to dare come to disturb Lord Rui Ze again…” 

They were in the middle of their sentence when the two of them suddenly saw the allied armies’ 

soldiers standing in front of the cave. They shuddered with fear and subconsciously wanted to shout! 
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However, before they could make a sound, Li Moying and Jun Sihan appeared at the cave entrance like 

ghosts. 

Without seeing any obvious movements from them, the two Earth Devils silently fell to the ground. 

Their eyeballs rolled back and they looked like they were dead! 

Behind them, thousands of soldiers were dumbstruck. None of them believed in what they had just 

seen. 

No matter what, those were Earth Devil mid-phase top experts! They actually… died without putting up 

any resistance? 

It was especially so for Commander Hu and the others. Their feelings were extremely complicated. 

If it was in terms of cultivation level, there was no distinct difference between the three Commanders, Li 

Moying and Jun Sihan. But in terms of actual combat power, they were a world of difference! 

This was the difference between ordinary practitioners and true ancient god clan geniuses! 

Huang Yueli was all smiles as she looked at her husband. She immediately fawned on him, “Moying, 

you’re so incredible!” 



After praising him, she turned toward Jun Sihan and said, “Brother Jun, come in with us. I’ll be 

responsible for clearing all the mechanisms in front before Yunxi comes in with the rest of the troops!” 

Jun Sihan nodded but didn’t immediately follow them. He walked next to Xia Yunxi and lowered his head 

as he mumbled in her ear, “Little Xi, I’ve left my guards and Cloudy Qilin Clan’s guards with you! Their 

battle power is very strong and they will guard you throughout. There shouldn’t be any problem, but 

don’t involve yourself in danger, got it?” 

“I know, I know! You’ve already said that countless times!” Xia Yunxi felt that moss was about to grow 

out from her ears! 

Jun Sihan felt helpless. Adding on to the fact that Li Moying was urging him from the other end of the 

route, he left unwillingly. 

… 

In the depths of the cave. 

Sky Devil Rui Ze sat cross-legged as he adjusted his breathing to recuperate from his internal injury. 

That day, his closed door cultivation had been interrupted by Jing Zhihai and the others. It might seem 

like he was extremely ferocious, rushing in hot pursuit to the demon tribe’s campsite after defeating Jing 

Zhihai and the others, and almost killed every single person in the allied armies! 

But in reality, only he knew how serious the damages to his meridians were. If not for this, he wouldn’t 

have escaped after a few rounds of blows from Li Moying and Jun Sihan! 

Under this situation, it was naturally best to immediately go into closed door cultivation. 

But after the campsite in the north had been destroyed by the allied armies, the number of blood pills 

that were supplied to him had drastically decreased. There wasn’t enough for him to treat his injuries, 

much less solidify his foundation! 

Hence, Rui Ze had been waiting for the past few days! 

He had been waiting for a few demon tribe campsites which were further away to deliver new batches 

of blood pills. 

“What’s going on? Why haven’t the blood pills from the northwest campsite been delivered today?” Rui 

Ze asked gloomily. 

The guard standing in front of him caught his cold glare and his hair stood on end. 

“Reporting…. to Lord, not… not yet…” 

“A bunch of trash! Isn’t I just asked for 1000 blood pills and they haven’t even delivered them after such 

a long time! It’s been three days already! Trash, simply a bunch of trash!” Rui Ze howled in 

exasperation! 

The guard hurriedly hung his head low in fright, not daring to breathe loudly at all. 



Without blood pills, there was no way to heal Rui Ze’s internal injury. Moreover, the pain that was 

caused by the injury in the meridians would torment him day and night, making his temper even more 

irascible! 
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“Go urge them right now! Tell the northwest campsite’s Commanding Officer to send me the blood pills 

immediately! I will wait for one more day, at most! If I don’t see the blood pills tomorrow, I will 

slaughter him!” Sky Devil Rui Ze said with bloodshot eyes. 

The guards hurriedly responded and scrambled out of the room. 

Rui Ze snorted coldly and his eyes shifted to an elderly man in the corner. 

There were three gold-colored pill furnaces in front of the elderly man. 

These three pill furnaces might look the same as those ordinary pill furnaces that God Realm’s Spiritual 

Armament Masters use. But if one took a careful look, they would discover that the side of the pill 

furnace had a suspicious red print. Even the smoke that dissipated out from the pill furnace was reeking 

of blood! 

This was because these three pill furnaces were especially used to refine blood pills! 

Whereas this elderly man was an extremely famous Blood Pill Master in the demon tribe! 

Blood Pill Masters were completely different from Spiritual Alchemists. 

Only those who possessed the demon tribe’s bloodline can become Blood Pill Masters. Moreover, they 

need to mix human or god clan practitioners’ blood essence into every kind of pill they refine. 

There were even some kind of miraculous pills that required the use of the devil’s blood essence to 

refine! 

“Master Jin, are my pills done or not?” Sky Devil Rui Ze asked coldly. 

Master Jin’s eyes were half-closed as he sat in front of the pill furnace without saying a single word. 

Earlier, Sky Devil Rui Ze had flown into a huge rage and the entire cave was filled with his demonic qi 

and suppression. But Master Jin seemed as though he felt nothing. There wasn’t even any change in his 

expression at all. 

Hearing Rui Ze’s question, he slowly opened his eyes and said unhurriedly, “Lord Rui Ze, refining blood 

pills takes time and we can’t be hasty while doing that!” 

Rui Ze was filled with anxiety. Hearing his unhurried tone, he grew even more frustrated. But he barely 

remembered that the elderly man in front of him was one of the most famous Blood Pill Masters in the 

demon tribe. Even Devil Overlord grade experts had to show him face. 

So Rui Ze suppressed his anger and said, “But the allied armies had sent a few top experts over. I don’t 

know if they will make trouble for me while I’m injured, so I have to treat my injuries as soon as 

possible! I need these three pills!” 



Following Rui Ze’s words, the three pill furnaces suddenly gave off a strange sound. It sounded as 

though something was struggling inside, trying to come out. Moreover, it sounded as though it was 

crying in pain. 

Master Jin replied in the same tone, “Lord Rui Ze, if the pills you wanted are ordinary blood pills, I have a 

way to speed up the process of molding the pills so that you can treat your injuries first. But what you 

want to refine now are blood devil pills! Moreover, it’s three god clan Heart Profound Realm 

practitioners’ blood devil pills! That isn’t so simple!” 

“If we want to make the pills have a stronger effect, then we need to spend more time to refine the pills. 

The more torment these three god clan practitioners suffer, the more intense the pain, the more 

grievances they would nurse. Only in that way would the blood devil pills gain more blood vigor!” 

“So, Lord Rui Ze, you’d better make a decision yourself.” 

It wasn’t that Rui Ze didn’t understand this logic. But if his injury did not recover, there was a possibility 

that his realm might drop. Adding on to the faint ominous feeling in his heart, this made him lose his 

usual cool. 

Hearing Master Jin’s words, he gritted his teeth. 

“Forget it, what you say is right! We’ve finally captured three living Heart Profound Realm god clan 

practitioners, so these three blood devil pills are really hard to come by! I can’t let it go to waste!” 

Chapter 3220: Assassinate Sky Devil Rui Ze (3) 

Just when the two of them were conversing, a faint sound was suddenly heard coming from the 

entrance of the cave. 

Rui Ze was in a bad mood. So when he heard a clamor, his fury instantly rose. 

He raised his voice and shouted, “Who dares to create a din in This Seat’s cave? You are simply too bold! 

Show yourself right now!” 

He had just asked the question when two tall figures appeared right before Rui Ze. 

Rui Ze was just about to berate them when he instantly broke out in cold sweat after taking a closer 

look! 

“You… you two… what are the two of you doing here??” 

Right before him were Li Moying and Jun Sihan, whom he fought three days ago! 

Jun Sihan’s lips curled upwards coldly. “Rui Ze, did you think that no one can find you if you hide in your 

cave? You killed so many of our allied armies’ soldiers. No matter how well you hide, you will not be able 

to escape death today!” 

After the two of them had easily killed those two guards at the entrance, they followed Huang Yueli and 

entered deep into the cave. 



The arrays set up in the cave were rather complicated and Huang Yueli spent a great deal of effort, 

coordinating with the information that she had obtained from Li Yukun before she found the correct 

way. 

Luckily, the allied armies’ soldiers that Xia Yunxi was commanding also coordinated perfectly in tune. 

They managed to hold all the guards off, helping them earn sufficient time. 

Hearing Rui Ze’s voice, Li Moying lifted his chin and gestured for Huang Yueli to hide to one side. 

Huang Yueli originally wasn’t happy that he had pushed her to one side. But considering that the 

operation of assassinating Rui Ze was indeed very serious, she could only retreat to the corner. 

But just as they were shifting, one of them accidentally kicked a rock on the mountain path and 

attracted Rui Ze’s attention. 

After hearing Rui Ze’s shout, Li Moying and Jun Sihan didn’t express any anxiety. They simply stepped 

forward and faced Rui Ze directly. 

Rui Ze had considered the fact that the allied armies might take the opportunity while he was frail and 

send someone to assassinate him. Hence he made many preparations in advance. He mobilized all his 

subordinates who were Sky Devils to the cave entrance to be his guards, and even activated all the 

defensive arrays! 

Rui Ze assumed that with such heavy defense, even if the allied armies came, they had to pay an 

extremely heavy price before they could break through the exterior boundary’s defense. 

Never in his wildest dream did he expect Li Moying and Jun Sihan to suddenly appear without a sound in 

front of him! 

But Rui Ze was a Sky Devil mid-phase practitioner who had been on the battlefield for a long time. 

After a brief moment of shock, he quickly regained his calm and a cold sneer appeared on the corner of 

his lips. 

“The two of you… you’re probably some whatever genius in the ancient god clans? You’re only in Heart 

Profound Realm but you manage to survive after crossing blows with This Seat. Your innate talent is 

indeed not bad! But you want to assassinate This Seat? Are you still daydreaming? You wish to kill me 

based on your cultivation?” 

“I think you’re tired of living!” 

As Rui Ze spoke, he swiftly used his soul trace to scan through the cave and verified that there was no 

presence of Dao Profound Realm practitioners nearby. 

He was instantly reassured and became extremely confident! 

Rui Ze had already seen Li Moying and Jun Sihan’s skills, but he did not believe that these two younger 

generation lads could inflict fatal damage on him! 

He was most worried that there were powerful Dao Profound Realm practitioners lying in ambush 

behind Li Moying and Jun Sihan! 



 


